
We are experts in cleaning and disinfecting ventilation 
systems. Areas of expertise span from industry through ocean 
liners, hospitals, apartment buildings to family homes.

HVAC Cleaning
and Dry Ice Blasting

www.alkion.eu



Why Alkion?

Research and Development

Family Company Turnkey solutions with
high added value.Market Leader in Czech Republic

International Experience

We are the leading HVAC cleaning company in the Czech market with a constantly 
growing business in Germany, Austria and selected European locations. Our family-
owned and operated business looks back to more than 13 years of experience. 
We enjoy a high level of trust within our company and the flexibility in evolving for 
and with our customers. Alkion is the ancient Greek word for Kingfisher. Its beauty, 
ferocity and diligence has been our inspiration.

We have our own R&D department and develop and build our own 
equipment and also constantly improve the same to fit the needs of our 
customers and special projects. We also cooperate with universities on 
the development of new equipment and application technologies, which 
keeps us technologically ahead.

For more information visit www.alkion.eu

Dalimil Petrilák | Chief Sales Officer

Safety

We follow all safety measures 
and only use the best personal 
protective equipment.

Experience

We conduct projects in
various European and
overseas countries.

Professionalism

We hold a number of 
certifications including
VDI 6022, EVHA, NADCA.



HVAC Cleaning

Why cleaning?

We are able to provide turnkey solutions directly for you. We 
utilize a number of different technologies including the ecological 
method of dry ice blasting and robotic cleaning of dry ice during 
which the debris is sucked out simultaneously.

In many cases we are able to clean without any production 
downtime. Cleaning is done without any dismantling and 
hatches are being installed by us during the cleaning process.

We provide HVAC cleaning in:

Industrial Buildings

Restaurants and Hotels

Every layer of contamination decreases the performance, increases energy consumption and 
reduces the life time of your HVAC system.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

If a HVAC system is not inspected or cleaned frequently, the risk of fire potentially increases not 
only in the duct network. Preventive maintenance is highly recommended.

FIRE HAZARD

Constant temperature and humidity are perfect sources for the growth of bacteria and mold 
which can cause sick building syndrome, allergies and other illnesses.

HYGIENE RISK

Before cleaning 

After cleaning

Hospitals and Labs

Apartment Buildings

Commercial Buildings



Technology
For the cleaning of industrial exhaust and ventilation systems 
we always utilize our newest and most efficient technology 
while continuously improving our devices for higher 
productivity and increased cleaning time. The combination 
of equipment is selected individually after assessing the 
situation at customer’s side.

Thanks to our technology
we can provide cleaning without 
production breaks!

Luděk Petrilák ml. | Technical Director

Seta Brushes
Rotation brushes made of different 
materials and hardness are powered 
electrically, pneumatically or hydraulically.

Photo documentation 
A thorough photo documentation 
with before/after photos and 
findings as well as a handover 
protocol will be submitted to the 
customer after each cleaning.

Filtration
A key part of the cleaning process is the 
suction and filtration of the removed 
debris, which may be toxic at times. We 
use medium and high pressure systems.

Robot C-Rex
Our robots are developed for the cleaning 
of industrial exhausts and HVAC systems, 
using dry ice blasting technology. They 
manage curves up to 70°, ducts with 
branches and different diameters and 
shapes, from 250 up to 800 mm.



Dry Ice Blasting
This ecological, non-abrasive method of cleaning offers fast cleaning on 
various surfaces without creating secondary waste. We can provide this 
cleaning service and also sell free-style blasting machines.

Suction

Solid particles of CO2 are accelerated to supersonic speed in 
the nozzle and thereby provides high kinetic energy.

Kinetic Energy

Dry ice has a temperature of – 78.5°C. Therefore it undercools 
the surface and the contaminant embrittles thanks to the 
temperature difference.

Thermal Shock

As the dry ice hits the surface, it expands rapidly and this 
shock wave tears off corrupted contaminants.

Reverse Fracturing

The low hardness of dry ice (no. 2 on Mohs scale of hardness) 
protects the surface against damage or scratches.

Non-Abrasive

CO2 is an inert, non-toxic, electrically non-conductive gas 
and has no negative effect on any material.

Non-Aeactive gas

For a professional cleaning process the suction and 
filtration of the released debris is paramount. We can 
use the customer’s exhaust system, but frequently utilize 
our own powerful blower during the cleaning.
It can filter up to HEPA 13.



Reference

It was a joy watching the quick progress 
and witnessing the astounding results 
during the cleaning of our
air-handling systems.
Martin Steindl | ENGEL, St. Valentin

Certification
We regularly renew and extend our 
professional certifications. We are the only 
HVAC cleaning company in middle Europe to 
hold the international certificate ASCS – Air 
Systems Cleaning Specialist (NADCA).

VDI 6022

Alkion service s.r.o.

Kruh 83, 514 01 Kruh

Czech Republic

IČO: 28875931

www.alkion.eu

Alkion service s.r.o.

Contact
Do you have any questions or do you need 
your HVAC to be cleaned? Please contact us, 
we are at your disposal.

info@alkion.eu +420 777 743 881 www.alkion.eu


